Photograph of the trail of the Meteorite of the 24th of November 1910,
taken at Mhow by Sergeant Hampstead and reproduced in the
journal through the courtesy of the "Times of India."
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Report of Meeting of the Society held
on Tuesday, the 25th April 1911.
H. G. TOMKINS, F.R.AB., President, in the Chair.
The usual Monthly Meeting of t,he Astronomical Society
of India was held in the Imperial Secret'il>riat J3uildings
(ground floor) on Tuesday, the .25th April 1911.
The Proceedings were opened by the PrE'sident, who
called on Mr. U. L Banerjee, in place of the Secret::ny who
was ill, to read the Minutes of the last meeting, which were
duly confirmed. The President next read letters from the
Astronomer Royal, Greenwich, and Profes~or Turner of
Oxford, congratulating the Society on the start it had made,
and agreeing to place the Society on their liRts of exchanges.
The letters were received with applause, and a votP, of thanks
was passed to the Astronomer Royal and Professor Turner,
the special thanks of the Society being conveyed to the former for his promise to send the Society lantern slides occasionally for their meetings of objects taken at Greenwich.
It was also announced that the Society had received a very
va.luable present from Lt.-Col. Lenox Conyngham in the Atlas
Stellarum Variabilillm. The work was in several parts, and
would be one of the 'most va.luable contributions to the Libra.ry. The gift of the Atlas, which was on view, was greatly
appreciated by members, and a hearty voter of thanks was
a.ccorded to the donor for his generosity and: interest in the
Society.
Other presents announced were;(1) The Monthly Weather Review for December 1910
from the Director-General of Observatories ill
India,
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(2)
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Annuaire Astronomique for 1912.
.
Annales de l'Observatorise Royal de BelgIque
received from the Royal Observator~, 'Belgi"?-ID.
(3) Bulletins of the Barcelona AstronoDllcal SOCIety
for .January, February and March 1911..
"
(4) Royal Astronomical Society's "Monthly N otwes for,
Fe brnary 1911.
(5) Journal imd Trans8Jctions of the Leeds Astronomical Society for 1909.
.
(6) Bulletins of the Italian Astronomical SOCIety of
Turin for January ann Fehruary 1911.
The election of the following members by the Council
was then confirmed :1. MR. R R. MUKHERJI
2. MR. KILIAN EULER.
3. MR. JOSEPH CONNEL RITTER.
4. MR. FREDERICK BEALE.
5. MRS. L. LUKIS.
6. MRS. E. V. KEELAN.
The President then rean extracts from a pal)er by Professor
Emanuelli of Rome on the Totv,l Eclipse of the Sun of April
1911, which had heen very kindly tra.nslated and submitted
by Mrs. F~~irweather of 'Bo,rra.ckpore, who, though not 84
member of the Society, was iriterested :in its work. The
extracts created consider8,ble interest, p,nd W(1re to be pla,ced
in the Library with the original paper. A vote of t.hanks
was accorded to Mrs, Fairweather for the work she ha,d done
£01' the Society.
The next paper of the evening on Time, a.nd How It
is Measured, was read by Mr. R::;-,ksbit, Director of the Meteor
Section, who dealt with his subject in a very interesting and
exhaustive manner, ably illustrn.ting his remarks with lantern slide piotures.
In calling for a vote of tha.nks to Mr. Rakshit, tho President remarked that he (Mr. Rz,kshit) took I:) great interest in
the JOURNAL a.nd had now contributed several "papers on different subjects towards it, all of wllich he hp,d dealt with
in a very (1.b1e manner, and members would, he thought,
l.ook forward to seeing the present paper in print. A hearty
vote of thanks was duly aC00rded to Mr. Rakshit.
A lantern slide was then shown of the Meteor of 24th
November 1910, which had been taken by Ser,gt. A. Hempstead, Mhow, tht' negative of which Mr. H. B. Holmes bad
been fortunate enough to obtain the loan of, and had kindly
sent it in to the Society for reproduction in the JOURNAL as
well as for the Monthly Meeting. This slide proved of great
interest to Doll present, as the subject had alrf'ady afforded
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considerable disoussion and comment at ths last Monthly
Meeting.
j'l1r. Holme8-You will remember that when I read my
paper at the last Meeting, I gave you a very rough drawing
of the course of this Meteor as it seemed to appear and was
photographed by Sergt. Hempstead. I have now been
fortunate enough to obtain the loan of tbe orighlal negative
from Sergt. Hempstead, and this reproduction will gi.ve you C1
clear idE-a of the original, which bears out what I s1;hid Ht th~
last meeting, that instead of starting right away from the
top of the picture, it seems to start part of the way down.
The zig-zag course of the Meteor, these bright spots, and its
seemingly sudden end here, are thf' points which I wanted
to draw attention to.
The Pre8ident-We are vory fortunate indeed in having
obtained this slide. MI'. Holmes telegraphed down to
Sergt. Hempst"ad and aRked him if he Gould not see his way to
oblige the Society by lending his negative for a rept'oduction, and Sergt. HempAtead has very kindly sent it to us.
We have been. enabled to make thiR reproduction which we
have before us of the luminouB tr;1;il of the Met801', and I think
that the photograph is probably unique and at any rate
very rare.
The President then read a. letter which he had received
from Mrs. Voigt on the subject of meteors.
Mr. Holmes-What is her point ~
The Pre,sident-l think the idea is that a meteor may
have some kind of rotation on its axis, and that on combustion taking place, this might result in a sort of spiral trail,
giving the effect of the bright spots in jt which appear in thie
photograph. The idea is ingenious, and I am sorry Mrs.
Voigt could not lie here to join us in this discussion.
Another meteorite has lately becn seen in India, and 1
think one of our members has something to say on the subject.
Mr. Bhima Rena 1~au then read an account from the
Bangalore Post of a Meteor se,;m on the 19th of April 1911
at Bangalore, and another account of the same Moteor which
appeared in the Madras Mail.
The President·-There is one other point, which is, that
there has just appeared in the Sl1ielltific .Journals a contention that the luminosity of meteol'S may after all not bo due to
the accepted idea of friction with the earth's atmosphere.
'fhis comes a.s rather a shock to some of us, who may hava
taken it for gl'anted that tho luminosity is caused by the
earth's atmosphere without considering the mattel' ,'ery
deeply. '1'he author of the suggestion works out the f.mount
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of air which a meteor trom spa.ce would encounter on reaching the earth's atmosphere, and compares it with the air
resiRtance which a bullet from a rifle encounters at sea level.
The result in his opinion is to show that the resistance woul.d
not be sufficient either to stop the meteor or to render It
luminous. The martter is one which evidently needs further
investigation, and perhaps some of our members might take
it up.
.
.
Mr. Holmes-Before we close this subject, I should lIke
to say one thing in regard to Sergt. Hempstead. As 1 men·
tioned to you the other day, I think Sergt .. Hempstead has
taken so much interest in us, and been so obliging, that 1
should like t.o forwa.rd him free copic·s of the JOURNALS in
which anything on the subject of this meteor appears.
The President-I think that goes without saying.
A hearty vote of thanks was duly returned to Mr. Holmes
for h~s very interesting subject, and the amount of trouble
and pains he had been at to 0 btain the negative, and to Sergt.
Hempstead for lending the negative.
The President then showed a lantern slide diagram sent
in by Mr. Hart of Mangalore, also reading a note on its use
to determine the position of Mercury and Venus sent in by
the same gentlemarn.
Mr. Simmons-What would be the present position of
Venus to-dary, being the 25th of April 1911 ~
The pj'esident-It would be just about here (indicating
the place on the diagram).
A vote of thanks was duly accorded to Mr. Hart.
The Chair now being taken by Mr. Simmons, the Prasident read a short paper submitted by himself on Mars, illustrating the same with some very beautiful lantern slide pictures received from Dr. Lowell.
Mr. Holmes-Do you mind putting on the other slide
again. There is a great difference between the two slides.
The President-They were taken in two different years.
Mr. Holmes-How does he account for the fact that on
one there is a mark practically right across the Equator;
then you have the Polar Cap; then below that it is more or
less fairly clear; with the other slide it seemed to me to be
just the reverse.
The President-I think that does bring us to his point.
The Polar Cap is much larger on one set of photographs
than on the other. Dr. Lowell's contention is that when the
snows melt and the Cap diminishes, the water is taken by
some means towards the Equator, where it causes vegetation
to spring up. I take it therefore that in the two slides there
has been a difference of the seasons, thus giving rise to the
oontra.st between the photographs.
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Mr. Holmes-Does the same thing apply to the Southern
Hemisphere 1
The President-Yes; I think so. Of course we are not
in a. position to see that in these photographs.
Mr. Simmons-In inviting discussion on the subject of
the President's paper, Mr. Simmons said one point would be
the" Cana.ls." The President had rightly directed attention
to the rather unfortunate selection of the term. It suggested human agency and was an instance of the great infiuence words exercised on thought. If the word" Ohannel "
had been used instead of "Oanal," much of the discussion
which has taken place over the subject would probably have
been avoided. Then, with regard to the phenomenon of
"doubling," he thought it was noteworthy that while the
earliest a bserver had counted 177 canals, Profei:lsor Lowell
ha.d counted 437. The phenomenon probably was an
optical illusion as suggested by some but, on the other',
hand, the increase in . the number observed was due to
the use of instruments which could not be assumed to
have deteriorated in the interval. Photographs also reproduced the canals. Then, again, in dealing with the question
of life, the anthropomorphic tendency of the human
mind had to be kept in view. The life in Mars need not be
a. mere duplicate of the life forms with which we are familiar.
The geological eras of our own earth's history gave us instances of forms unlike those now in existence; and the
microscope revealed a world of life forms in our midst which
did not resemble those with which we are all familiar in the
world around us. He declared the subject OP(lll for disCllssion.
Mr. Bhima Sena Rau-Has Professor Lowell mentioned
the breadth of the canal on the figures 1
The President-Yes, about 2 miles. Of course it is a.n
open question whether a line 2 miles will show on these small
pictures.
Mr. Holmes-Do the canals extend right up to the Polar
Cap ~
'llhe President-Yes.
Mr. D1ttt-Mr. President, lllay I enqUIre if a 3/1 refractor
will show the Polar Oaps ~
The President-Yes, certainly it would show tho Polar
Oaps. I do not think it would show the canals, however.
Mr. Dntt-What is about the size of a telescope which
would show the canals ~
The Pres'ident-I have seen some accounts by an observer
with a telescope 4f' diameter, who thinks he has seen thelll.
Personally, I rather doubt it, and should not think anything
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less than 8 or 10 inches would show them; but though J have
no doubt they are there. I do not mind saying that 1 luwo
never seen them, not having made any great study of Ma,rs.
A vote of thanl,s was duly returned to the President for his
paper. and aJso a vote of thanks was accOl~ed to ~r. Lowell.
The President ne);t showed two other :'lhdes recmv1,'d fr.OUI
Dr. Lowell, the first bl.;ing a photographic pjetm:c of Jupiter .
.J.l1r. Holmes-The belts are clear; what are they 'I
The Pl'esident--Yes, those are the equatoriall)[\,llc!::;.
They are generally considered to be atmospherie IJlWl1o,
mena on Jupiter.
The next picture shown was a very beautiful photogl'al)ll
of Satnrn.
Mr. Ramaswami now read a not" on a diagram whil:h
11(' had drawn, llIustra-ting the Lunar eclipse whieh was to
take place on the 12th May 1\:1l1. He explained thnt wo,s only
a penumbral eelipse, but made the diagram in tho hOllo
that some of the members would look out for it..
With a vote of thanks to Mr. Raroaswami, the proceedings eame to a close, and the President t,lWIl adjourned t.}Je
Meeting to Tuesday, the 30th May lOll, at r; p.m.

A Note on the Penumbral Eclipse of
the Moon, 12th May 1911.
By C. RAMASWAMI.
The diagram opposite, drawn roughly toscale, represonts
graphically the penumbral eclipse of the moon in May.
A. R. B. D. is the Earth's shadow and K. M. N. the penumbra. The straight line I,X represents the path trav('l'sed
by the eentre of the Moon, and the small circles X J ' X 2 , 01.('.,
show the positions of the Moon at different times. As the
circles representing the Moon do not interseet the eirc]<:
A. R. B. D. but only the outer circle K. M. N. the eclipse is
only penum11ral. The beginning and end of the eclipse aro
easily determined from the diagram. The Moon t,rav('.1s in
.the direction LX and the eclipse will begin when the Moon
touches the penumbra, or in our diagram at the point whertl
the little circle representing the Moon touc',hes the K. M. N.
Drawing this cirele the time can be easily read off from tho
line LX, which is about 15h.-50m; or more accurately 15h.4:6m. The end of the eclipse is similarly seen to be at.
20h.-7m.
The time used throughout is Greenwich mean time which
can be converted into Calcutta Standard Time simply' by the
addition of 5f hours.

